2016 CNSS Society Prize Winners

Congratulations to the following CNSS members on their winning Society Prize submissions.

2016 K.G. McKenzie Memorial Prize Basic Neuroscience Research
1st Place Recipient: Michael Tso
2nd Place Recipient: Andrew Jack

2016 K.G. McKenzie Memorial Prize Clinical Research
1st Place Recipient: Daniel Yavin
2nd Place Recipient: Cameron Elliott

(back row) Drs Stephen Lownie (CNSS President), John Wong (CNSS Prize Committee Chair) and Ian Fleetwood (CNSS Past President).

(front row); Drs Andrew Jack, Cameron Elliott, Michael Tso and Daniel Yavin.

- K.G. McKenzie 1st place winners receive $1000 cash as well as complimentary Congress registration and accommodations during the 2016 Congress.
- K.G. McKenzie 2nd place winners receive $500 cash.
2016 CNSS Onsite Prize Winners

Congratulations to the following winners of CNSS on-site prizes at the CNSF Congress

**CNSS Platform Presentation Prizes**
Drs Bill Wang and Abdul Naeem

**CNSS Poster Prizes**
Drs Oliver Lasry and Jonathan Lau

Each of these prize winners will also be receiving $500 cash